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Cupcake jemma lemon drizzle cake recipe

With zingi ice in the end would you rather see the British version? Would you rather see the American version? Would you rather see the Australian version? Would you rather see the German version? Would you rather see the Dutch version? Você prefer ver versão m português? Close my girlfriend received a bread pack and a cake book I ordered her the next day and she was
thrilled! Can't wait to try some for myself once we're back under one roof! Thanks to the gang for delivering my nozzle to me so quickly a gorgeous reusable piping bag and I've already used them to decorate the first unicorn cake ever! My cookie kit arrived the day after the order, and we made it as a family after watching the video with Sally. They've completely transformed! We
got two extra cookies from our mix as we made them a little smaller for kids. It was chunky, sticky and delicious! Make these at home two days ago, bake my first half-dozen yesterday, and it was amazing! I can't wait to try that next birthday cake. Thank you Team C&amp; D and stay safe! I've always struggled with getting vivid colors for my cakes and ice and after watching
Gemma at The Ice Master I thought I'd try a range of colors - it works great! Much easier to get a bright color without affecting my baked fabric. Preheat oven to 160C/140C fan/gas 3. Line tin cakes with 12 cases of cakes. With an electric whisk, whisk the butter, 250g of sugar, eggs and flour, the flavor of 2 lemons and the juice of 1 lemon until combined only – do not over-whisk.
Fill the full two thirds cases, then bake on the middle shelf for 30 minutes, until the skewer poked in comes out clean. This week I'm going wayyyy back in the archives to dig one of the first cakes Ever Bake and continue to bake to this day! I hope you love her as much as I love her I don't forget to post the pics of your bread on Instagram using #cupcakejemmabakes so I can
check out 'em! Components... Sponge: 225g butter, soft and unsalted 225g castor sugar 4 large eggs 225g self-lifting flour 2 lemons, DRIZZLE zested: 100g castor sugar juice of 2 lemons you will also need... 2lb/1 kg tin loaf stand/hand mixer lemon juicer grater/ Zeister spoon sieve pot —- MERCH MERCH MERCH MERCH!: Subscribe to weekly vids: More cake: My Instagram:
@cupcakejemma cakesTAGRAM: @crumbsanddoilies visit our shop – @crumbsanddoilies visit our shop – Crumbs and dwells 1 Royal Court London W1B 5PW welcome and welcome back to my classic Cake Chain Kai Calon recipe today that I'm going to have to have bread with you o Guys is a classic classic classic like one of the oldest recipes ever and one of the first cakes I
ever baked and it is a lemon spray cake and if you've never made one before I don't quite know how you've managed to get this away without it is a real acidic zingy number a little too easy and it doesn't require any decoration because it already looks really cool and I'm going to show you how to make it hope that you've got all your ingredients I put all the ingredients on Instagram
on Tuesday so if you don't have your ingredients ready stop the video now and head to the shops and get all your bits and pop so you need 225 grams of soft unsalted butter 225 grams of castor sugar 4 large eggs 2 lemonand 225 grams of self-lifted flour so as well as having all your ingredients ready you want to make sure that your oven is preheating while You're getting on with
making the cake so it's 170 degrees Celsius all right the first thing we need to do is cream butter and sugar together I'm using my stand-alone mixer you can do it with that electric one or just with a wooden spoon brute force so I'm going to put the sugar in there in butter and you want to put it on medium speed and beat it for about five minutes the role that is creaming together this
is a great opportunity to get the tin Your ready and I'm going to be using regular loaf tin if you haven't got one of these you can use the 8-inch round tin just make sure it's fairly deep to give it room to rise and prepare your tin that I recommend lubricating it and lining so I'll just be using grease spray you can use butter or anything at all like oily stuff and give it a good spray and then
I'm using the grease proof paper that I made a while ago so long so I've got enough to come sides to give it to give me some extra bit so I can stick to you to take it out later and also it's just wide enough to bottom the tin so you might be wondering why I'm using grease proof paper on the tin line instead of probably saying butter and flowering that you know you're doing in some
recipes and I find that the flour butter mix creates like a movie on the side of your cake and a cake like this which will be exposed and naked in all its glory you don't want to have like a crusty movie all over the outside because it'll really make it look ugly so this is my tin ready while it's still got a little left going I'm going to zest my lemon so make sure you give your lemon a good
wash and especially sin no non-waxy lemon you don't want any kind of weird wax off going in and just use a nice fine grater so I think that this is a classic but if you don't lemon your thing then you could use other citrus fruits like I've actually done lime and coconut river cake on my canal which you can check out blood orange is really nice when it's in season as we have bergamot
that is similar to lemon but with a slightly different flavor i would do it now it was five minutes so I'm just going to turn the speed down a little bit because it's time to add eggs And I'm using four big eggs and I'm going to eliminate them in one by one and then give it a good beat after every one I always use the big free-range eggs if you can get hold of organic free-range eggs then
you'll really really see the benefit in your cakes not only is that it's better to paint it's just making it better than that So make sure you're going to get the best color and also I really like seeing all of your baits a few weeks ago when we did devil food cake there's a lot you're really blown up so well done all of them and I really like they were generally in magic o it's Gus Muni nathan
nathan oh ruby and luna luma who or produce wonderful cakes so keep the good work and if you don't make sure this one's sure to put on and use instagram hashtagcupcake So my eggs are well collected so once your mixture is all nice and smooth just add the next egg this is one of my favorite cakes and all the way back from my childhood this was one of my favorites because
my grandmother used to make it for me which is really a testament to how popular she was all the time because she was one of the first baked cake paper when she was a child so she was around for a long time and she's still shaking while these going i'm actually going to put my lemon flavor in before the last egg goes in and there's really no hard and quick rule about when to
put the delight in and you can put it right in at first if you really want to hit the flavor up a little bit or or you can put it in with a flower it's really up to you this is my last egg and it's looking good it's starting to curdle a little bit that's okay don't panic if it happens but because I'm using I'm actually going to stop everything and give it a good scrape just to make sure that all of the butter
bits are mixing in with eggs that won't be much of a problem if you do it by hand obviously because you can kind of move yourself but once you've scraped you can whack back on just to hit the final just to make sure that it gets mixed in just a minute or so the next element that goes in is the last item of The actual sponge itself that is self-flour and lifting And I've got 225 grams now
I often get a question about self-raising for people living in places that aren't really something more in Britain is something as huge as i've always had self-lifting flour but I'm discovering that it's not something in the rest of the world so you can't actually make it yourself and we did tuesday video tips I'll put it in the description box down the link to it so You can check it out but I've got
225 grams and I'm just going to sieve this superlight now you need to fold the flour in and you can do it with your stand-alone mix at low speed sometimes I would quite like to do it by hand and it's just really simple you want to get your spoon or metal spoon and just cut through the middle and scrape around the sides just to incorporate it evenly the reason you want to do it carefully
like This is that you just create loads of air first with your creaming of butter and sugar then with eggs magical powers and so you don't want to then beat it up so knock it up all the air and end up with some kind of tough flat cake so this is really important this stage to be nice with it and once you're satisfied that it's smooth and well integrated you can then pop into your tin just dump
it in and we'll spread it out a little now obviously your tin may be a little different to mine and it comes in all different sizes and shapes up the base The general is 2/3 or 3/4 complete they need to have room on the sides to grow and if you have a bit of residue mixture then just pop into some cakes instead of forcing it into the tin because you don't want to have a loaf overflow ing
needs a pretty right look and I'm going to level this off with a plate knife to see where I'm in you don't need to make it like a flour level you just want to settle out a little so not it has a lot of work to do in the oven and Now I'm going to bake so we've already been heating our oven to 170°C and this takes a long time it takes about 55 minutes but I'm going to check it in 45 and 50
minutes just to make sure that the cake is going to be awesome yet I've got a bit of cleansing up to do why don't you make yourself a cup of tea while you're in it like me and I'll be Also hanging out a little so I'll be reading your comments below and on Instagram if you watch it live so if you have any questions let me know and I'll do my best to answer them now I've also got to clear
out this mess until your video pause, I'll see you again here in 45 to 55 minutes oh really good smell and I'm just going to check it out with my skewer which is clean so I'm going to leave this to one side Just to cool a little and get on with making the spray is what gives lemon spray its name which is very simple remember the lemon that we used earlier well i hope you haven't
thrown you away because this has got a lot of good stuff inside each of these juices I will use for each of these lemons and I add it to a hundred grams of castor sugar until you cut your lemon in half and you can use any kind of juice like I've got this fad really cool which really gets a lot of juice so I'm going to go straight to the sugar here luckily my lemon is nice and great and
they're full of juice oh if you struggle to get juice from your lemon you recommend rolling them in advance it's just kind of softens them a little you just kind of roll them on top of your work works really well for all sorts of things you need like lemon juice and once all the juices in you need to give it a good sensation I just use a little whisk for it but you can't have one of those you can
use a teaspoon and you don't try to completely melt all the sugar and although it will melt a little and if you feel like a little too thin just add a little more sugar Similarly if too thick add juice a little bit so consistency you're looking for a bit like maple syrup or light corn syrup or definitely nothing as thick and gloopy is like treacle or golden syrup anything like it and it should do it so this is
ready to go now what we're going to pour on the cake of course because this needs to soak in our cake and it's really important to do it while the cakes are still warm or you know even still too hot indeed this one so the first thing we do is stab the cake around with a skewer just to give it some holes to sink into thinking that's enough holes now and just to make it a little easier why
not pour into the jug first just to make the spray a little less messy and then you just want to pull the whole lot on your whole cake and don't miss any of that filling all the holes might seem like a little bit pooled in corners but don't worry all that is going to sink into the cake and it's going to be very moist and delicious but it's still a little warm so you want to leave to cool for fifteen to
twenty minutes, I recommend a little warm service but a little warm service but i'll get back and have a slice with a knife cavity and spray cake is not quite cool because as I said before this it's just eaten a little warm so it's still warm to touch me in turn but I'm going to pull it using My most very useful grease sheet to get rid of it and then hopefully during the break i found yourself
serving a nice dish or plate to put it on what I have and it's perfectly fine to deal now so I'm just going to take the paper off and pop on my nice board and this is very exciting because now it's time to cut a slice so hopefully that's what you're about to do get yourself a nice sharp knife if you don't want a nice sharp knife Rough and cut yourself a great generous plate and there is a
delicious moist lemon spray flavor that hopefully you're looking right now in real life wherever you do well don't forget you should take a picture and put it on Instagram using the hashtag #German cupcakes bake so I can see it and so everyone can see what you've been so well because it's a really fun thing to do with friends and i'll come back in a few weeks to bake another one
along and this one It's going to be so bundt cake so this is a really good excuse to get that punt in you've been dreaming about it's going to be sunday march 10 th which actually happens just to be the day after my birthday so feel free to get me a gift if I like and I'll be putting this shopping list on Instagram at Gemma Cupcake on Tuesday 5 March so make sure you follow me so
don't miss it and i'll come back in time Thursday at 6:30 a little thing from CND go so I'll see you and then come back to you
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